ROOST TO BE CLOSED FOR TRANSITION TO ‘SAMMY’S’

By LESLIE ARNOLD

THE STUDENT Center is in the news again. The plans are still to open it around December 1. But, some of the equipment now being used in the Roost will be used in Sammy’s Snack Bar. In order to move this equipment and get it set up and tested, both the Roost and Sammy’s will be closed for about a week.

THIS, OF course, means that the students will be without a coffee shop for about a week. However, this is a perfectly logical and reasonable inconvenience, in contrast with the ordinary unreasonable inconveniences.

THE COMPLEX and lengthy By-Laws were amended at Student Council Wednesday night. Again this concerned the Memorial Center. The faculty, alumni, and Religious Council members of the Center Committee were eliminated.

THE Vice-Presidents of the Colleges have been replaced as Committee members by one representative from the ICC. The number of members at large has been reduced from four to three students.

THE PEOPLE who have been eliminated have been consulted and agree with the change, according to Walter Moore.

THE CAMPANILE has been given permission to buy a camera from George Randolph for $382.50, using money from the Campanile reserve fund. This
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camera was formerly owned by the business managers who, after some financial finagling, rented the camera each year.

A NEW religious organization now exists on campus, the Disciples Student Fellowship. Its constitution was approved last Wednesday.

OTHERWISE the business of the Council was fairly routine. It seemed to us that they spent a little too much time on insignificant matters, but everyone likes to talk.